Super Casino Discuss Poker after European Poker Tour Prague
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The online gambling specialists at Super Casino have responded to news of 2013’s European Poker Tour
Prague.
It has been reported
(http://www.cardplayer.com/poker-news/16585-julian-track-wins-2013-european-poker-tour-prague-main-event)
by Card Player that the winner of the tournament, Julian Track, earned €725,708 from the tournament.
Track’s opponent, Georgios Sotiropoulos took second place with a total winning of €700,000. It was
also reported that the UK’s Stephen Chidwick finished in third place overall, with a win of €378,000
which was the largest in his professional career. A reported total of 1007 entries into the tournament
were recorded this year, with a prize pool of €4,883,950 for the ‘€5300 no-limit hold’em main
event’.
As one of the leading online casinos offering a wide range of casino games, including video poker, the
experts at Super Casino were interested in the recent poker tournament win and took the opportunity to
discuss the popularity of poker. A representative for the company shared their thoughts:
“It is welcome news that the tournament received so many entries, highlighting the popularity of the
game. Tournaments such as these are welcome in the industry as they help to raise the profile of poker
and further increase its popularity.
While live tournaments such as these can be exciting, playing poker online
(http://www.supercasino.com/games/video-poker) is becoming an increasingly popular alternative. Playing
video poker online is a new and innovative way to play this popular game, and with recent statistics
suggesting that the popularity of online gambling is increasing, we are looking forward to following
developments in the industry and seeing if the popularity of online poker continues to grow.”
With live roulette games (http://www.supercasino.com/games/roulette) broadcast on Channel 5 and Sky
channel 862, Super Casino is the longest running and most popular online TV casino in the world. Famous
for providing a realistic gaming experience online, Supercasino.com offers games to suit a variety of
tastes, including roulette, blackjack, card games, table and video poker as well as a selection of slots
and arcade games.
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